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Jim Butcherâ€™s worldwide bestselling Dresden Files saga continues in this original limited series!

Set in the aftermath of the novel White Night and comic series Down Town, a bizarre double murder

draws the interest of Chicagoâ€™s only wizard for hire. But as Harry Dresden begins his

investigation, the clues lead to troubling conclusions about the possible perpetrator, and set him on

a path that will place him in the middle of a conflict between the cityâ€™s three most powerful

factionsâ€”a conflict that could engulf all of Chicago!
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This is too short. They could have easily put all of the books together (in a Graphic Novel format)

and it would have been a good read. Maybe they will be doing that in the future. I would wait for that

to come out. I like the concept of them doing a comic book with Dresden but this does not work

when you have to wait for the next one to come out.

Warning: May have addictive propertiesGreat story and outstanding visuals in this graphic novel.

Harry Dresden does what he's best at...getting in trouble, as always. You need at least a 6" screen



to really enjoy it--looks amazing on my iPad Pro 9.7-inch (128GB, Wi-Fi, Space Gray) 2016 Model,

not so great on my Apple iPhone 6, Silver, 64 GB (T-Mobile).Highly recommended without

reservation for all Dresden and Jim Butcher fans!

As someone who has read all of the novels in the Dresden Files, I was impressed by Butcherâ€™s

ability to move to the graphic novel format and keep the same tone that the novels have. The

storyline is good and the artwork is excellent. The length is about the same as a comic book, but for

price that seems about right. Worth the money, and I found that reading it in the Kindle format did

not detract from the experience.

Great to see Harry in a graphic novel format. As a late comer to the comics on kindle I am happy to

see the characters come to life. I'm a big fan and keep waiting for new stuff from the Dresden

Files.As usual Harry is in trouble. Two girls are fond dead after their souls are sucked from their

bodies. Harry decides it will take a visit to someone who lives off the life force of others. Lara, the

queen of the white court. Of course not everything doesn't go Harry's way.I love the story line and

can't wait to see what's next!

I didn't know it was a comic book. It seemed like about 5 pages long (guessing) cause it took no

time at all to finish. I won't be buying the other books in this series. I've read all the other Dresden

files and really enjoyed then. When I saw this book I thought there were more to read, too bad.

I need more dresden in my life, and since peace talks is taking forever, I am thrilled for more

dresden.

Ok but not worth the money for the entire series.

This was an absolutely amazing read. The characters are on spot and I couldn'tâ€‹ have wished for

a better story. I look forward to reading issue 2. If you like Dresden, You will love this. Must read.
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